The spectral radius of a graph is the largest eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix.
Introduction
The spectral radius of a graph G, denoted by λ 1 (G), is the largest eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix. Let F(λ) be the family of connected graphs of spectral radius ≤ λ. It is well known that λ 1 is monotone in the sense that λ 1 (G 1 ) ≤ λ 1 (G 2 ) if G 1 is a subgraph of G 2 , moreover λ 1 (G 1 ) < λ 1 (G 2 ) if G 1 is a proper subgraph of a connected graph G 2 . This implies that F(λ) is closed under taking subgraphs. It is natural to ask if F(λ) can be defined by a finite set of forbidden subgraphs. We determine the threshold λ * below which the answer is yes. Theorem 1. For every λ < λ * := 2 + √ 5, there exist finitely many graphs G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n such that F(λ) consists exactly of the connected graphs which do not contain any of G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n as a subgraph. However, the same conclusion does not hold for every λ ≥ λ * .
The motivation to understand the forbidden subgraphs characterization for F(λ) comes from the problem of estimating the maximum cardinality N (n) of equiangular lines in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n -a family of lines through the origin such that the angle between any pair of them is the same. It is considered to be one of the founding problems of algebraic graph theory to determine N (n). The "absolute bound" N (n) ≤ was established by Gerzon (see [LS73, Theorem 3.5]). A remarkable construction of de Caen [dC00] shows that N (n) ≥ 2 9 (n + 1) 2 for n of the form n = 6 · 4 k − 1 (see [GKMS16] for a generalization and [JW15] for an alternative constructions). In these constructions, the common angle tends to π/2 as dimension grows.
The question of determining the maximum number N α (n) of equiangular lines in R n with common angle arccos α was first raised by Lemmens and Seidel [LS73] in 1973, who showed that N 1/3 (n) = 2n − 2 for n ≥ 15 and also conjectured that N 1/5 (n) equals ⌊3(n − 1)/2⌋ for sufficiently large n. This was later confirmed by Neumaier [Neu89] (see also [GKMS16] ). Besides, the "relative bound" N α (n) ≤ 1−α 2 1−nα 2 · n is only valid in small dimensions n < 1/α 2 (see [vLS66, Lemma 6 .1] and [LS73, Theorem 3.6]).
A general bound due to Neumann [LS73, Theorem 3.4] states that N α (n) ≤ 2n unless 1/α is an odd integer. For many years, a linear upper bound for N α (n) was not known when 1/α is an odd integer bigger than 5. An important progress was recently made by Bukh [Buk16] , who proved that N α (n) ≤ c α n for some c α = 2 O(1/α 2 ) . Subsequently, Balla, Dräxler, Keevash and Sudakov [BDKS17] drastically improved the upper bound to N α (n) ≤ 1.93n for sufficiently large n relative to α whenever α = 1 3 . A universal upper bound N α (n) ≤ (2/3α 2 + 4/7)n + 2 for all n ∈ N when 1/α is an odd integer was later found by Glazyrin and Yu [GY16] .
We combine Theorem 1 and the framework developed in [BDKS17] to establish a result of the form N α (n) = c α n + O(1) for all α > α * := Applying the above theorem to the connected graphs with ≤ 3 vertices, whose spectral radii are 1, √ 2 and 2 respectively, we obtain the old results N 1/3 (n) = 2n + O(1), N 1/5 (n) = One can check that k α = (1/α + 1)/2 if 1/α is an odd natural number. Theorem 2 motivates the following stronger conjecture.
Conjecture B.
The maximum number N α (n) of equiangular lines in R n with angle arccos α equals
One of the unknown cases that are not addressed by Theorem 2 is α = 1/7. Conjecture A asserts that N 1/7 (n) = 4 3 n + O(1). For such cases, we develop the following spectral result.
Lemma 3. Let G be a graph with average degree d ≥ 2. There exists a vertex v 0 of G such that
where H is the subgraph consisting of all vertices within distance k of v 0 .
Combining Lemma 3 with the proof strategy for Theorem 2, we derive an upper bound of N α (n). It follows that N 1/7 (n) = (
. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1. In Section 3.1, we review the framework developed by Balla et al.. In Section 3.2, we apply Theorem 1 to estimate N α (n) for α > α * , and in Section 3.3, we extrapolate our method to obtain an upper bound on N α (n) for α ≤ α * . In the concluding section we discuss evidences supporting Conjecture B and a possible extension of our method.
Forbidden subgraphs of F (λ)
Suppose there is a finite forbidden subgraphs characterization, say G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n for F(λ). By the monotonicity of spectral radius, we know that no graph has spectral radius in (λ, min {λ 1 (G i ) : i ∈ [n]}). Let Λ 1 consist of the spectral radius of all graphs or all orders, and denote by lim Λ 1 the set of limit points of Λ 1 and lim + Λ 1 := {λ ∈ R : (λ, λ + ε) ∩ Λ 1 = ∅ for all ε > 0} the set of right-sided limit points of Λ 1 . The contrapositive of the above observation says that F(λ) does not have a finite forbidden subgraphs characterization for all λ ∈ lim + Λ 1 .
Hoffman was interested in a related set R consisting of the spectral radius of all symmetric matrices of all orders with non-negative integer entries, and he proved the following theorem on lim R.
Theorem 4 (Hoffman [Hof72] ). For n = 1, 2, . . . , let β n be the positive root of
. Then 2 = α 1 < α 2 < . . . are all limit points of R smaller than lim n α n = λ * .
In fact, Hoffman proved the above theorem by first showing [Hof72, Proposition 2.1] that Λ 1 = R. He also computed the limit of spectral radii of several families of graphs. We compile some of his computation and other relavant results in the following lemma, the proof of which is presented in Appendix A. We use the notation α n ր α if α 1 < α 2 < . . . and lim n α n = α, and α n ց α if α 1 > α 2 > . . . and lim n α n = α.
Lemma 5. Let α n be defined as in Theorem 4. Denote by C n the cycle with n vertices, P n the path with n vertices and S n the star with n leaves. Define
The work of finding all the limit points of Λ 1 was completed by Shearer.
Theorem 6 (Shearer [She89] ). For any λ ≥ λ * , there exists a sequence of distinct graphs
Note that Theorem 6 implies that lim + Λ 1 ⊃ [λ * , ∞). Thus by the observation at the beginning of the section, the second half of Theorem 1 is proved.
Proof of the first half of Theorem 1. We break the proof into two cases.
Case 1: λ < 2. Note that S 4 / ∈ F(λ) and P n / ∈ F(λ) for some n. Clearly, a connected graph G that contains neither S 4 nor P n has at most 4 n vertices. Therefore
is a finite forbidden subgraphs characterization for F(λ).
and
We claim that if a connected graph G contains none of
then G is a path, a cycle, E i,j for some i < m, or its number of vertices is bounded by a constant, say b, which will be determined by the argument below. In fact, because G does not contain
1 It was asserted that λ1(An) ր 4/ √ 3 in [Hof72] . This is a mistake but it will not affect the main result of [Hof72] as long as the limit is > λ * .
. . , and so G must be a tree or a cycle. We may assume that G is a tree but not a path. As G does not contain S 5 , G is a tree of maximum degree ≤ 4. If the maximum degree is indeed 4, then G would contain A n when G has sufficiently many vertices. Hereafter, we may assume that the maximum degree of G is 3 exactly. Because G does not contain F n , when G has sufficiently many vertices, every vertex of degree 3 will be adjacent to a leave, in other words, G is a caterpillar tree of maximum degree 3. Moreover, since G does not contain B 1,m , B 2,m , . . . , B m,n , E m,n , G has only one vertex of degree 3, hence G must be one of E i,j for i < m. Notice that the spectral radii of paths and cycles are at most 2 ≤ λ and the spectral radius
Therefore the claim implies that
3 Equiangular lines 3.1 The framework to estimate N α (n)
We shall set the ground by briefly reviewing the framework to estimate
We advise the readers who are interested in the details of the framework to read at least Section 2.1 of [BDKS17] . By choosing a unit vector in the direction of each line in a set of equiangular lines with angle arccos α in R n , we obtain a spherical {±α}-code C = {v 1 , . . . , v m } in R n . One can show that the clique number of G C is ≤ 1 + α −1 . By Ramsey's theorem, if |C| is large enough, then G C contains an independent set of size, say t. Assume that I = {v 1 , . . . , v t } ⊂ C is an independent set in G C . By properly switching v i to −v i for some i > t, we may assume that the degree of v i to I is at most t/2 for all i > t. One can then show that the number of vertices that are not independent from I in G C is bounded by b = O α,t (1). Without loss of generality, assume that each vertex in {v b+1 , . . . , v m } is independent from I. Denote by v ′ i the normalized projection of v i onto the orthogonal complement of span(I). It can be shown that
Definition 1. Let L be a subset of the interval [−1, 1). A finite non-empty set C of unit vectors in
and σ := 2α 1 − α .
We wrap up the above discussion in the following lemma, which is essentially [BDKS17, Lemma 2.8]. The slight difference in the statement originates from our need to estimate N α (n) up to a constant error relative to α. However, the same proof goes through without alternation.
Lemma 7 (Lemma 2.8 of Balla et al. [BDKS17] ). Let α ∈ (0, 1) and t ∈ N be fixed. For any spherical
As t goes to ∞, L(α, t) approaches {−σ, 0}. One of the connections between spherical {±α}-codes and spherical {−σ, 0}-codes is the following. We shall denote by I n the identity matrix of order n and J n the all-ones matrix of order n, and we surpress the subscripts when the order of the matrices are clear from the context. When k α = ∞, one can check that (1 − α)I n + αJ n can be realized as the Gram matrix of a spherical {±α}-code in R n of size n.
Application of Theorem 1
We recall two classical results -a fact about the spectral radius of a connected graph and a necessary condition on eigenvalues of the sum of two matrices.
Theorem 9 (Corollary of Perron-Frobenius theorem [Fro12, Per07] ). For every connected graph G, λ 1 (G) has multiplicity 1, with an eigenvector whose components are all positive.
Theorem 10 (Weyl's inequality [Wey12] ). Given two n × n Hermitian matrices A and B. Denote the eigenvalues of A as λ 1 (A) ≥ λ 2 (A) ≥ · · · ≥ λ n (A), and similarly denote the eigenvalues of B and
The motivation of the proof for Theorem 2 comes from the following observation. Suppose C ′ is a spherical L(α, t)-code in R n . Let M C ′ be its Gram matrix, G ′ its underlying graph with adjacency matrix A ′ . The matrices M C ′ and A ′ are related by
Since M C ′ is positive semidefinite and one has the freedom to choose t large, it seems plausible that I − σA ′ is positive semidefinite as well. In this case, one can easily finish the proof. Unfortunately, the positive eigenvalue of J is |C ′ | that is not bounded. This allows I − σA ′ to have a negative eigenvalue, in other words, the spectral radius of G ′ is > λ = 1/σ. Theorem 1 roughly says that the reason for λ 1 (G ′ ) > λ is local, that is, G ′ contains a forbidden subgraph of bounded size. Therefore, a priori we can choose t large to get a contradiction from I − σA ′ not being positive semidefinite.
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Lemma 8, it suffices to show that
Suppose C is a spherical {±α}-code in R n . We first find out t ∈ N with which we will apply Lemma 7. Denote σ := 2α * = λ * . By Theorem 1, there exists a finite family of graphs G such that F(λ) consists exactly of the connected graphs which do not contain any graph in G as a subgraph. Because λ 1 (G) > λ = 1/σ for every G ∈ G, we thus choose t large enough so that
where v(G) denotes the number of vertices in G. By Lemma 7, there exists a spherical L(α, t)-code C ′ in R n such that |C| ≤ |C ′ | + O(1). Let M C ′ be the Gram matrix of C ′ , and G C ′ the underlying graph. We decompose G C ′ into m connected components, say G 1 , . . . , G m , with vertex sets C 1 , . . . , C m respectively. We claim that G i does not contain any graph in G for all i ∈ [m]. Suppose on the contrary that G i contains a graph G ∈ G. Without loss, assume that i = 1. Let G ′ 1 with vertex set C ′ 1 be the minimal induced subgraph of G 1 that contains G as a subgraph. Apparently v(G ′ 1 ) = v(G). By the monotonicity of λ 1 and the choice of t in (1), we obtain
Let M C ′ 1 be the Gram matrix of C ′ 1 and let A ′ 1 be the adjacency matrix of G ′ 1 . Theses two matrices are related by the equation
Using the fact that λ 1 (J) = v(G ′ 1 ) and (2), we know from Weyl's inequality that the least eigenvalue of M C ′ 1 is negative. This contradicts with the fact that a Gram matrix is positive semidefinite. Because G is a forbidden subgraphs characterization for F(λ), by the claim
. In other words, I − σA i is positive semidefinite, where A i is the adjacency matrix of G i . By Theorem 9, rank(I − σA i ) ≥ |C i | − 1 and equality holds if and only if λ 1 (A i ) = 1/σ = λ. Finally, we use the relation
If k α is finite, we know that if
, we obtain
which is equivalent to the desired inequality after multiplying kα kα−1 . Otherwise since k α = ∞, we get
An improved upper bound on N α (n)
In this section, we prove N α (n) ≤ 1.49n + O(1). We recall the following spectral techniques. Again, Lemma 11 is stated differently from [BDKS17, Lemma 2.13], and the same proof works line by line.
Lemma 11 (Lemma 2.10 of Bella et al. [BDKS17] ). Let C be a spherical L(α, t)-code in R n and let G C be the underlying graph of C of average degree d. Then |C| ≤ (1 + dσ 2 ) · rank(I − σA), where σ = 
Lemma 3 can be seen as an averaged version of Lemma 12. By Lemma 5(p), the coefficient in Lemma 3, 2 cos( π k+2 ) = λ 1 (P k+1 ), where P k+1 is the path with k + 1 vertices. Notice that λ 1 (P k+1 ) > 2k k+1 , the average degree of P k+1 , which is the coefficient in Lemma 12. [Mar82] and Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak [LPS88] = −1, 0, . . . , min(i, j) . For every e = (v −1 , v 0 ) ∈ W 0 , denote by T e the connected component of T containing e. We also denote by G v 0 the subgraph of G consisting of all vertices within distance k of v 0 .
Remark 2. Lemma 3 is asymptotically tight when d is a prime plus one due to the existence of regular graphs of high girth. The Ramanujan graphs constructed independently by Margulis
We claim that
We naturally map a closed walk e = e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e i = e
in T e to a closed walk v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v i = v 0 in G v 0 , where v j is the terminal vertex of the non-backtracking walk e j for j = 0, 1, . . . , i. One can show that this map is injective, and so s i ≤ t i for all i, from which the claim follows. Set λ = λ 1 (P k+1 ) = 2 cos( π k+2 ). Because λ 1 (T ) = max {λ 1 (T e ) : e ∈ W 0 }, it suffices to prove
Consider the non-backtracking random walk on T , where the start vertex w 0 = (v −1 , v 0 ) is chosen uniformly at random from W 0 and, for i ∈ [k], at ith step the next vertex w i = (v −1 , v 0 , . . . , v i ) is chosen uniformly at random among the available choices in W i . The transition matrix of this walk is
Since W i is a finite set and
for any c : W i → R, the basic identity of importance sampling allows us to represent w∈W i c(w) as follows:
Let (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ R k+1 be an eigenvector of P k+1 such that x 0 , x 1 , . . . x k > 0. Define the vector f : V (T ) → R by f (w) = x i p(w) for w ∈ W i , and define the matrix A to be the adjacency matrix of the forest T . For w = (u −1 , u 0 , . . . , u i ), denote by w − = (u −1 , u 0 , . . . , u i−1 ). By the importance sampling identity (4), we observe that
As is easily verified by induction, (v
Finally we invoke the Rayleigh principle 2
Remark 3. See the expository note by Levin and Peres [LP17] for other applications of the importance sampling identity.
Theorem 13. Let N α (n) be the maximum number of equiangular lines in R n and let σ :
Proof. Set λ := 1/σ. The stratagem is to find a finite partial forbidden subgraphs characterization G 0 , consisting graphs of spectral radius > λ, in the following sense: if a connected graph G does not contain any of G 0 , then either G ∈ F(λ) or G has average degree ≤ d for some constant d. We claim that if such G 0 exists, then
The proof of the claim follows the outline of the proof for Theorem 2. Suppose C is a spherical {±α}-code in R n . We choose t large enough so that (1) holds for all G ∈ G 0 . By Lemma 7, there exists a spherical L(α, t)-code C ′ in R n such that |C| ≤ |C ′ | + O(1).
. . , C m , A 1 , . . . , A m as in the proof of Theorem 2. The same claim that G i does not contain any graph in G 0 holds for all i ∈ [n]. By our choice of G 0 , we know that either λ 1 (G i ) ≤ λ or the average degree of G i is ≤ d. In the former case, we can show that |C i | ≤ (1 + 1 kα−1 ) · rank(I − σA i ). Whereas, in the latter case, we can apply Lemma 11 and get |C i | ≤ (1 + dσ 2 ) · rank(I − σA i ). Summing up these estimations for |C i |'s yields (5).
We choose k large enough so that 2/ √ 1 + 4ε < λ ′ := 2 cos( π k+2 ) < 2, and we choose D ∈ N such that S D / ∈ F(λ). Suppose G has average degree d > (λ/λ ′ ) 2 + 1 and it has maximum degree < D.
where H is the subgraph consisting of all vertices within distance k of v 0 . This means that G contains a subgraph H / ∈ F(λ) on ≤ D k vertices. Thus we can apply the claim above to d = (λ/λ ′ ) 2 + 1 and
Since dσ 2 = (1/λ ′ ) 2 + σ 2 < 1/4 + σ 2 + ε, the upper bound (5) becomes
Because the complete graph on k α vertices has the largest spectral radius k α − 1 among all graphs on k α vertices, we know that λ ≤ k α − 1, hence σ ≥ 1/(k α − 1). This implies that 1/4 + σ 2 ≥ σ subsumes 1/(k α − 1).
Corollary 14.
The maximum number of equiangular lines in R n with angle arccos α is ≤ 1.49n+O(1) if α / ∈ 1/3, 1/5, 1/(1 + 2 √ 2) .
Proof. Set σ * := 1/λ * ≈ 0.486. On the one hand, Theorem 2 implies that
On the other hand, because σ 2 * < 0.24, Theorem 13 implies that if
Concluding remarks
Besides Theorem 2 and Lemma 8, we discuss two other evidences supporting Conjecture B. The key parameter k α in the conjecture is the smallest k such that λ := 1−α 2α is the spectral radius of a graph on k vertices. Clearly, if k α < ∞, then 1. λ is an algebraic integer -it is a root of some monic polynomial with coefficients in Z, 2. λ is totally real -its conjugate elements are in R, 3. λ is the largest among its conjugate elements by Perron-Frobenius theorem. On the converse, Bass, Estes and Guralnick [BEG94, Corollary 0.7] proved that any totally real algebraic integer is the eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of some regular graph. It would be intersting to study a complete set of necessary conditions for the spectral radius of a graph.
Notice that k α ≥ deg α, where deg α denotes the algebraic degree of α. Conjecture B predicts that
. This is indeed a cheap bound on N α (n).
Proof. Let C be a spherical {±α}-code in R n . Let M C be its Gram matrix, G C its underlying graph, and A the adjacency matrix of G. We know that M C = (1 − α)(I − σA) + αJ, where σ = 1/λ. If λ is not a totally real algebraic integer, then λ is not an eigenvalue of A, hence rank(I − σA) = |C| and so n ≥ rank(M C ) ≥ |C| − 1. Together with Lemma 8, we have n ≤ N α (n) ≤ n + 1. If λ is an algebraic number, then rank(I − σA)
The special case λ = λ * of Proposition 15 supplements Theorem 2. Observe that one of the conjugate elements of λ * is 2 − √ 5 which is not real. This means N 1/(1+2λ * ) (n) = n + O(1). Lemma 8 and Proposition 15 would imply that Conjecture B in the equality case k α = deg α. Note that k α = deg α if and only if λ = 1−α 2α is the spectral radius of a graph with irreducible characteristic polynomial. A result of Mowshowitz [Mow71] (see [GM81, Theorem 3 .8] for a generalization) states that a graph with irreducible characteristic polynomial has trivial automorphism group. Such graphs are known as asymmetric graphs. Erdős and Rényi [ER63] showed that asymmetric graphs have at least 6 vertices and there are 8 asymmetric graphs on 6 vertices. Interestingly, these 8 graphs all indeed have irreducible characteristic polynomial. Moreover, their spectral radii are larger than λ * , for which Theorem 2 fails to address.
Hereafter we assume that λ is a totally real algebraic integer. Suppose λ is not the largest among its conjugate elements. Conjecture B thus asserts that N α (n) = n + O(1). This is indeed the case.
Proposition 16. Suppose λ = 1−α 2α is a totally real algebraic integer. If λ is not the largest among its conjugate elements, n ≤ N α (n) ≤ n + 2.
Proof. We denote by λ −i (·) and λ i (·) respectively the ith smallest eigenvalue and the ith largest eigenvalue of a matrix. Let λ ′ > λ be a conjugate element of λ. Let C be a spherical {±}-code in R n . Let M C be its Gram matrix, G C its underlying graph, and A the adjacency matrix of G. We know that M C = (1−α)(I −σA)+αJ. Assume for the sake of contradiction that rank(I −σA) ≤ |C|−2, that is, λ is an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity ≥ 2, then 1−σλ ′ < 0 is an eigenvalue of I −σA with multiplicity ≥ 2, hence λ −2 (I − σA) < 0. By Weyl's inequality, 0 ≤ λ −1 (M C ) ≤ (1 − α)λ −2 (I − σA) + αλ 2 (J) < 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore rank(I − σA) ≥ |C| − 1 and so n ≥ rank(M C ) ≥ |C| − 2. Together with Lemma 8, we have n ≤ N α (n) ≤ n + 2.
Lastly, we remark on a possible extension of our method. Our proof strategy would yield Conjecture B provided that F(λ) has a finite partial forbidden subgraphs characterization G 0 ⊂ F(λ) c in the following sense: if a graph G does not contain any graph in G 0 , then either G ∈ F(λ) or λ is an eigenvalue of G with multiplicity ≤ v(G)/k α . In this direction, Woo and Neumaier [WN07] investigated the structure of graphs whose spectral radius is in (2, 3/ √ 2]. In particular, such a graph is either an open quipu 2 , a closed quipu 3 or a dagger 4 . One can prove that the multiplicity of any nonzero eigenvalue is at most 2.
